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A revised and updated version of the DK classic. Explaining the world around us with a unique

marriage of words and pictures, the Ultimate Visual Dictionary is a treasure trove of knowledge for

the entire family. Cutaways and exploded views provide new perspectives on everything from the

inside of a volcano to the inner working of a computer. Using more than 6,000 full-color photographs

and illustrations, this easy-to-use reference covers everything from prehistoric Earth and science, to

sports, art, and music. Now updated and expanded for 2002!
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Great price! Great work of compiling such a enormous volume of data in a great presentation. I

really enjoy having in the house such a book and teach my grand-kids a lot of useful concepts.

very good

Excellent product!! Very fast delivery!! Will be back again !!

I've been a fan of the DK Oxford Illustrated American Dictionary for a few years now. The DK

Ultimate Visual Dictionary is the next step. It is not a dictionary in which the words are organized

with pictures in alphabetical order. However, you can look up the words and find the corresponding

page numbers, so finding words is relatively easy.This is a book in which 14 sections explain



everything from The Universe to Calligraphy. This book doesn't include individual sentences using

the words. "It shows you what each word means!" There are detailed illustrations and gorgeous

photographs in rich color. Annotations surround the pictures.In the introduction, they explain how if

you wanted to know what the bone at the end of your little finger was called, a normal dictionary

would leave you still wondering. With this dictionary, all you have to do is look up "hand" and you

find your way to page 211. This is the section on the human body. Turn a few pages and you start

to see amazingly detailed information. By page 230, you will see the hand in full detail and find a

picture with the annotation reading: "Distal phalanx." The "Visual Dictionary" gives you access to

thousands of words used by architects, musicians, doctors, scientists, sportspeople, astronomers

and mechanics.The 14 Sections include:The Universe - This book explains why the Milky Way

appears brighter in the southern sky than in the northern sky. There are pictures of everything from

the solar system to the individual planets, stars and black holes.Prehistoric Earth - Kids will love the

pictures of the dinosaurs and the constant movement of the earth's crustal plates shows how the

continents have moved across the earth's surface.Plants - This book contains perhaps the most

interesting explanation of photosynthesis and pollination I've seen yet. Kids will enjoy reading about

the Venus Flytrap or how a seed germinates.Animals -The skeletal structures and internal organs

(mostly drawings) of a wide variety of animals are all shown in pictures. I loved the part where they

show the hatching of a quail's egg. The rabbits and rodents section will be of interest to anyone who

has these cute animals as pets.The Human Body - If you want to know where the organs in your

body are located or are even just trying to name various parts of a body, this section is essential for

writing, research and home study projects. You can grab this book and see what an instructor is

talking about when she says "deltoid" or "external oblique." The section on the development of jaw

and teeth was very helpful in understanding how you eventually get your set of 32 permanent teeth.

You see it all in a series of pictures. The Development of a baby will fascinate children.Geology,

Geography, and Meteorology - There is a section devoted to minerals. Kids will also enjoy the

section on volcanoes and fossils. I always wondered how caves form.Physics and Chemistry - A full

periodic table and visual explanation of chemical reactions, light, electricity, atoms and force and

motion are given here.Rail and Road -A Volkswagen Beetle is disassembled, modern engines are

shown in sectioned view and the mechanical components of a typical car are shown with all the

parts spread out across the page. The section on "Bicycle Anatomy" will be of use to anyone who

loves to ride and fix their own bikes.Sea and Air - Everything from Viking Ships to the anatomy of an

iron ship, jet engines and helicopters.The Visual Arts - Finally an explanation on how mosaics are

created. The budding artist will also enjoy the section on painting.Architecture - I was fascinated by



the Medieval castles and churches. Someone spent a lot of time tracking down the models for

buildings from Ancient Rome to modern times. What a collection!Music - Trying to learn how to read

notes or interested in the names of all the instruments in an orchestra? They even take a guitar

apart and sow you a variety of acoustic guitars.Sports - An extremely detailed section on every main

sport you can think of. The playing field, rules, equipment, everything is shown. They even have

pictures of each type of swimming stroke. I'm impressed! The authors thought of everything.The

Modern World -Ever wonder what the internal components of your Cell phone, PDA, or even

vacuum cleaner looks like? The section describing the Internet was in itself worth the price of this

book. Information on cloning technology, political maps of the world, time zones and metric-imperial

conversions makes this very useful.Each sections starts with a table of contents and then every

entry has introductions that explain the purpose of the illustrations and annotations.Since I am

presently reading a book about health and the function of our cells, page 216-217 was very helpful. I

first looked up "Mitochondrion" and was sent to page 217 and 239. There before my eyes was a cell

in full detail. There is also a series of microscopic pictures of a wide variety of cells on the right hand

side. The actual cell takes up most of the two pages.In fact, this dictionary has more than 31,500

terms and 6,000 color photographs and illustrations. This is the dictionary I would have loved to

have had as a teenager. It would have made all my classes at school much more interesting.Highly

recommended for teachers, libraries and families with inquiring minds.One of the most useful and

beautiful books I've ever read. Put a copy on your coffee table and enter the world of knowledge

once a day. Soon, the world will just be far more interesting. You will feel that X-ray vision when you

look at normal objects in your home and environment.~The Rebecca Review
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